Stack Testing of Solid Oxide Cells
When developing the solid oxide fuel cell
(SOFC) and electrolysis (SOEC) technology, it is
important to understand the performance and

FCH Test Center offers stack testing of
solid oxide cells (SOC) following a wide range of
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Monitored parameters
Temperatures
Gas flows
Partial pressures

pO2 (inlet), pO2 (outlet)

Stack and individual cell voltage, current

layers etc. EIS results on individual cells in the
stack can be compared with reference single
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cells data. This analysis can explain reasons for

H2, O2, CO, CO2, CH4, N2 Ar,

differences between cell and stack performance,
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H2S, H2O & other upon request
Loads (SOFC)

Up to 7.2 kW (130 V, 400 A)

Power (SOEC)

Up to -52 kW (130 V, -400 A)

Impedance

At OCV or under current

Gas cleaning

Removal of impurities

on stack & individual cell
from inlet gas (optional)
Influence of

Sensitivity towards

impurities

sulphur and other

Table 1: List of key parameters that are monitored
during a stack test at FCH Test Center as well as a
specification of the operating parameters.
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Figure 1: Test profile ‘fingerprint’, SOFC stack or single cell testing with characterization by iV and EIS.

When combined with single cell testing:
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Figure 2: Simultaneous electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) on a 14 cell stack (repeating units). It shows
relatively identical EIS shapes, but displacement of results (series resistance) is due to thermal gradient across the
stack. Recorded at 700 °C, fuel: 20 % H2O and 80 %H2, oxidant: Air [1].
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